Reverse Osmosis Purifiers
Reverse Osmosis & Deionization (RO/DI) units are used in reef tanks
and saltwater aquariums; all coral tanks need RO/DI water for initial
water and make up water. RO/DI removes Phosphates, Silicates,
Nitrates and hard water minerals leaving water that is easily pH
adjustable and stopping and preventing algae blooms. Dr.G’s RO/DI
uses a nuclear grade virgin color indicating resin, able to bring water to
18 mega ohms of resistance (pure as you can get it on earth). Reef
Tanks that use tap water to top off will have an ever increasing TDS
concentration and the tank will eventually crash. The Total Dissolved
Solids (TDS) coming from an RO/DI system should be zero.

Read these instructions carefully before installing Dr.G’s RO/DI
Filters. Retain these instructions in a safe place.
Sediment Pre-Filters, Carbon Block Filters, Catalytic Carbon,
Ammonia Blaster and DI Cartridges must be changed
frequently, depending on the quality of the water supply. Not
changing your filters periodically will damage your filter &
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membrane producing small quantities of poor water, not suitable
for your aquarium needs. Municipal water quality varies from
county to county, but worsens during the warm months of the
year.
Below we estimate how often filters must be replaced, but you
may need to replace the filters more often or later, depending
on the quality of the water feeding your unit.
RO & DI FILTERS IN THE MARKET EFFECTIVE
JULY 2013
(Please see below)
All systems include quick connect fittings, a shut off valve + back flow preventer (to
ensure minimum waste water when float valve shuts down your system), a filter
wrench for easy cartridge replacement, feed adaptor (self-piercing saddle valve) and
waste water adaptor (drain valve).

3 Stage Economy RO/DI Filter
This economy filter was design for the budget minded hobbyist, which requires a
small amount of RO/DI water for his tank. This unit will produce up to 24 GPD.
The 3 Stage Economy RO/DI Filter offers the following features:
2-micron chlorine remover carbon block (recommended to change up to every 6-10
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weeks) In this unit the carbon block, also works as a sediment pre-filter, so you must
pay close attention to changing this cartridge as soon as you see it accumulating
sediment.
High flow/ high rejection TFC membrane, which will filter up to 24 GPD (gallons per
Day) of purified water
High-efficiency color-changing DI cartridge (recommended to change when DI media
color changes to yellow/brown or your TDS reading is above 20)
Solid Aluminum "no-rust" metal mounting bracket
Clear 10" filter cartridge housings.

4 Stage RO & DI Budget Filter
This filter was design for the reefer hobbyist, which requires high quality RO/DI water
for his tank, up to 80 GPD and the added protection of a Sediment Pre-Filter.
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The 4 Stage RO/DI Filter offers the following features:
High efficiency 1-micron sediment pre-filter (recommended to change up to every 8
weeks)
2-micron chlorine remover carbon block (recommended to change up to every 10
weeks)
High flow/ high rejection TFC membrane, which will filter up to 80 GPD (gallons per
Day) of purified water
High-efficiency color-changing DI cartridge (recommended to change when DI media
color changes to yellow/brown or your TDS reading is above 20)
Solid Aluminum "no-rust" metal mounting bracket
Clear 10" filter cartridge housings.

5 Stage RO & DI Premium Filter
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This premium filter was design for the reefer hobbyist, which requires high quality
RO/DI water for his tank, up to 80 GPD. This unit comes equipped with an Ammonia
Blaster / Remover. A standard carbon block works well to remove chlorine, however,
more and more municipalities are adding ammonia to the water treatment processes
to stabilize the chlorine from releasing harmful by-products into the water. As you
may know, ammonia is toxic, this filter will remove toxic ammonia from your water.
The 5 Stage premium RO/DI Filter offers the following features:
High efficiency 1-micron sediment pre-filter (recommended to change up to every 8
weeks)
2-micron chlorine remover carbon block (recommended to change up to every 10
weeks)
Ammonia Remover/Blaster cartridge, which removes ammonia present in Municipal
water. (Recommended to change up to every 8 weeks)
High flow/ high rejection TFC membrane, which will filter up to 80 GPD (gallons per
Day) of purified water
High-efficiency color-changing DI cartridge (recommended to change when DI media
color changes to yellow/brown or your TDS reading is above 20)
Solid Aluminum "no-rust" metal mounting bracket
Clear 10" filter cartridge housings.
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6 Stage RO & DI “top of the line” Filter
This amazing filter was design for the concerned reefer hobbyist, which requires the
best quality RO/DI water for his tank, up to 80 GPD. This unit comes equipped with
an Ammonia Blaster / Remover and a Catalytic Carbon cartridge to eliminate
ammonia & chloramine, place in Municipal water.
A standard carbon block works well to remove chlorine, however, more and more
municipalities are adding ammonia to the water treatment processes to stabilize the
chlorine from releasing harmful by-products into the water. As you may know,
ammonia is toxic. This filter will remove toxic ammonia from your water.
The Catalytic Carbon is the Chloramine (NH2CL) remover cartridge, it will remove the
chlorine + ammonia also known as chloramines before passing through the reverse
osmosis membrane, therefore extending the life of your membrane and deionization
(DI) filter. Our Catalytic carbon filter also have a longer life span then the standard
carbon block.
The Catalytic carbon works effectively only when run in series with a Carbon Block or
a second catalytic carbon, to allow enough contact time with the water.
The 6 Stage “top fop the line” RO/DI Filter offers the following features:
High efficiency 1-micron sediment pre-filter (recommended to change up to every 8
weeks)
2-micron chlorine remover carbon block (recommended to change up to every 10
weeks)
Catalytic Carbon cartridge for removal of chloramine (recommended to change up to
every 8 weeks)
Ammonia Remover/Blaster cartridge, which removes ammonia present in Municipal
water. (Recommended to change up to every 8 weeks)
High flow/ high rejection TFC membrane, which will filter up to 80 GPD (gallons per
Day) of purified water
High-efficiency color-changing DI cartridge (recommended to change when DI media
color changes to yellow/brown or your TDS reading is above 20)
Solid Aluminum "no-rust" metal mounting bracket
Clear 10" filter cartridge housings.
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Instructions for Installation
(This instructions apply to all Dr.G’s RO/DI Filters)
Preparing to Install your Filter:
Your filter comes with all you need to easily install it.
We have placed the RO Membrane (blue cartridge hanging in the back of the unit, it
comes sealed and ready to use) outside the unit, please open the package and insert
the RO Membrane into the horizontal housing (RO Housing) by disconnecting the
tubing going into the right hand side of the housing, and unscrewing the cap of the
RO housing. Gently introduce the RO Membrane into the Membrane Housing making
sure the “O” Rings of the membrane are facing the opening of the housing, push the
membrane all the way in. Close the cap and reconnect the tubing to the quick
connect fitting.
Your unit is ready for installation and as per below instructions:

1. Installing the Supply Water Feed
Feed water can be obtained from any tap, under the kitchen sink is a great
location, or obtained from a restroom faucet, or regular feed pipe from the wall.
Locate the water shut-off valve for the cold water feed line you choose to use for
the supply (letter B in Figure 1). Do not hook the RO unit to the Hot Water line, as
you will damage the unit permanently. To assure you are using the cold water
line turn on, both the hot and cold faucet. After the water is warm to the touch, feel
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the pipes under the sink, it will now be easy to identify the hot and the cold water
pipes. CAUTION: handle the hot water pipe carefully as it may burn you !
Close the cold water valve. Turn on the cold water faucet only to assure that the
line is completely shut off and the line is drained. If no shut off valve is located
under the sink, or the water continues to come out of the faucet, turn off the main
supply at the entry to the place.
Solid copper pipe: Select a straight portion of pipe to install the self piercing valve.
Assemble the valve as show in figure 3. Ensure you have the rubber piece in
place in order to avoid water leakage. Turn clockwise the hand valve to make a
small hole in the pipe. Connect the red tube to the self-piercing diverter valve, as
shown in figure 4.

2. Installing the Drain Clamp
Select a location for the drain hole (letter C in figure 1) based on the design of the
plumbing. Place the drain outlet saddle on the drain pipe. Allow adequate space
for drilling. Tighten the bolts and nuts evenly on both sides, brackets should be
parallel (figure 5). Avoid overtightening.
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Using the opening in the drain outlet saddle as a guide, drill a ¼” hole in the drain
pipe. Clean debris from the saddle and threads. Connect the black tubing to the
drain clamp: insert tube thru black nut, then tighten nut to drain clamp.

3. Connecting to Sump, Refugium or Tank
Connect the Green tube to the reservoir which ever it may be: sump, refugium or
tank. You may want to use a Dr.G’s Float Valve (sold separately), so the system
shuts off when the desired water level is achieved.

4. Placing filters and getting started
To place or replace filters, open the housings at the bottom of Dr.G’s RO/DI
system, figure 7.
The first housing to the right will have Dr. G’s Pre Filter cartridge, which will filter
the larger particles and impurities up to 1 micron in size.
The second housing at the left of the unit (in 2 lower housing units) will contain
Dr.G’s Carbon Filter Block, which will eliminate hazardous chemicals as chlorine
and chloramines and filter smaller particles and impurities up to 0.5 microns in
size.
If you have purchased the 5 & 6 Stage Filter, please refer to the above pictures for
identification of the filters.
The horizontal white solid cartridge on top of the lower housing metal support, will
contain the RO (Reverse Osmosis) cartridge. Dr. G’s sells different size units
depending on the water consumption expected, from 24 GPD (Gallons Per Day)
to 150 GPD. Open the membrane housing from the right side and insert the RO
membrane thru the double O-ring side, push gently as both O-rings must enter a
hole located inside the housing. Close the housing, insert the tubing on the
corresponding membrane housing fitting, simply by pushing the tube into the
fitting.
The very last housing on the right of the RO system, contains the (DI)
Deionization Media, which will reduce Total Dissolved Solid particles that may
have passed the previous filter stages to zero. This is measured by TDS – Total
Dissolved Solids meter, and the closer the reading is to Zero, the better is your
water quality. To ensure your water quality is as close to Zero TDS, we encourage
you to purchase a Dr. G’s TDS Meter. Dr.G’s sells two different TDS mters:
1.In Line TDS meter to be plugged to your RO/DI system (plug & play) which
measures IN TDS and OUT TDS, or 2. a pen type - Dr. G’s TDS Handheld unit.
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In Line TDS Meter

Handheld TDS Meter

The DI media will become saturated after a few weeks, depending on your water
quality and your TDS readings will start to increase, when this happens is time to
change the DI Cartridges or replace the DI media.
It is mandatory to purge Dr. G’s Purifier prior to use. Turn on the shut off valve,
water will began to run through the system, carbon fines “may” appear in the
water at this time, discard this water. Make sure all water supply / drain lines and
connections are water tight and free from leakage. Let system purge overnight.
Your Dr. G’s RO Purifier is ready for use. Happy Reef Keeping !

5. Filter Replacement
As with all Dr. G’s products, you are getting the best of the best. Dr.G’s has
placed the best available filters in your RO/DI Systems, make sure you replace
them only with Dr. G’s filters, which are available at your LFS (Local Fish Store).
For filter replacement, shut off water supply. Close tank valve if any. Open Float
Valve to release pressure. Open the filter housings, use one hand to hold the
system and the other hand to turn the housing clockwise to open. (see figure 7)
After opening the housing, remove the used filter, insert the new filter, make sure
the O-ring is in place and turn the housing counterclockwise to close it.
Turn the water supply on, float valve on and purge the purifier for 2 hours, check
for leaks.

Many Thanks for Purchasing Dr.G’s Products !
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